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When we look abroad in the world, and contemplate the moral condition of the human family, 
we shall find abundant reasons to exclaim in the language of a beautiful writer that “the earth is struck 
with the thunderbolts of sin & mankind are shivered by its dreadful effects.”  The great map of our race 
says Voltaire, are nothing more than a crowd of wretches, equally criminal and unfortunate.  I tremble 
at the contemplation of such a picture, and wish that I had never been born.”  There is evidently an 
awful struggle now in progress between the powers of light and the powers of darkness, and thousands 
of immortal begins are constantly plunging the abyss of eternal night.  More than two thirds of our 
race—more than six hundred.  Millions of the human family are yet shut up in the darkness of 
heathenism without one cheering beam of hope or spark of glimmering day to light up their path 
through this wilderness of woe to the mansions of eternal rest in heaven. 

And what is the moral and spiritual condition of those countries where the message of salvation has 
been published to the people.  Without going beyond our own highly favored land, we shall find, that of 
the seventeen millions of human beings who live within these united states, not more than one fourth 
bear the Christian name.  And when we remove all intruders in the Church, when we cut off all withered 
branches, when we subtract all nominal professors, we shall find that the number of God’s chosen, 
precious, and elect people will be comparatively small.  Vice and immortality still continue to sway their 
deadly influence among every class of our population.  Falsehood and deceit, hatred and revenge, pride 
& jealousy, gambling and duelling, injustice and cruelty, restless speculation and party politics, the love 
of  money, and the love of the world have obtained in our county to an alarming extent and threaten to 
bring upon us the judicial punishment of that Almighty Sovereign who ruleth among the nations of the 
earth, and who settled up one, and puteth down another.  Many things have conspired to increase the 
corruption and apostasy of our land, beside our own natural and acquired depravity; but nothing 
perhaps has done more to promote the unfruitful works of darkness, and to prevent the benign 
influence of virtue and religion, than the use as a beverage of intoxicating liquors, whether in the form 
of beer, cider, wine, or brandy— 

I rejoice to say that I have never been a drunkard myself, having been reared chiefly in a sober and pious 
family who example with other motives, induced me to choose the service of God at an early period of 
my life, and for ten years past, I have been wandering among strangers, far from friends and from home, 
for the purpose of proclaiming salvation to the fallen sons and daughters of Adam, and happy if with my 
latest breath, I may but gasp the name of Jesus, preach him to all, and cry in death, behold? behold? The 
Lamb. 

But I have seen enough among the evils of intemperance among the drinkers of wine and brandy to pain 
my heart, and to decide my judgment in favor of total abstinence from all intoxicating drinks, because 



thousands have dispensed with their use without any inconvenice—without any loss to their comfort or 
their health—and because the moderate use of wine or whiskey, has often resulted in the final 
drunkenness, wretchedness and misery of thousands, and millions of our fellow citizens.  Therefore we 
are persuaded that the only safe ground principle that we can adopt in regard to strong drink of every 
kind is to abstain entirely from its use, except in cases of extreme necessity.  In striving to advocate this 
principle, I hope that none of my beloved friends and (?) will consider me as an enemy to their rights 
and privileges—I have come among you as a stranger on errands of kindness and Christian benevolence 
and if you do not agree with me in opinion, I hope you will suffer no prejudice to find a place in your 
heart—for I can assure you that I would be alarmed at the idea of injuring any human being in person, in 
character, or in property.  I have no interest in view but your present and eternal welfare—My object is 
to do you no harm and all the good that I can, and only ask you to reciprocate the same kind sentiments 
toward me. 

I.  In the first place we shall call your attention to some of the evils which arise from the use 
of intoxicating liquors. 

1.  Before we enlarge upon this branch of the subject, it may not be amiss to observe, that the 
intoxicating principles which has been the cause of so much drunkenness in our land is the result of a 
process in vegetable juices which chemists call  vinous fermentation.  By this process a new substance is 
formed, composed of hydrogen, carbon & oxygen, which is ascertained to be an exceedingly subtle & 
diffusive poison.    Many have supposed, that there is a portion of Alcohol in all vegetable substances 
from which it can be extracted; but we are assured that it does not exist in any living substance 
whatever.  It cannot be found in the apple or the grape until it has been plucked from its parent branch 
and permitted to undergo this process of fermentation; the intoxicating principle can then be extracted 
in several ways, the most common of which is that of distillation. 

This art was first discovered between eight & nine hundred years ago by an Arabian Alchemist.  The 
product of his new discovery was called Alcohol, which in the Arabic language signifies a fine impalpable 
powder with which the women painted their faces to increase their beauty, & deceive the eye of their 
admirers. 

It appears that Arnaldus de Villa, a physician in the South of Europe, who lived in the 13th Century is 
supposed to have been the first writer who recommended this article as a medicine. 

The first ardent spirit known in Europe was made of grapes, and sold as a medicine both in Italy and 
Spain.  The Genoses afterwards prepared it from grain and sold it in small bottles at a very high price 
under the name of aqua vitae, or the water of life—Down to the 16th century it continues to be kept 
exclusively by the apothecary and its use was restricted to medicinal purposes.   

But about 300 years ago the fatal error began to prevail in Great Britain that ardent spirit might be used 
as an article of luxury and with great benefit to persons engaged in manual labor; and in the short 
period which has elapsed since its first introduction as a common beverage its consumption has 
extended in the Dominions of England to about 40 millions of gallons per annum.  The consequence is 



that intemperance has cost that country more lives, demoralized more persons, broken more hearts, 
beggared more families, and sent more souls to perdition than every other vice put together. 

The fatal error that ardent spirits were useful for men in health did not prevail generally in this country 
until after the American Revolution.  During that mighty struggle in which the soldiers were exposed to 
many hardships & dangers they were furnished by the government with a portion of this poison under 
the fatal delusion that in would preserve their health and render them more courageous in battle.  The 
consequence was the morbid appetite which this article never fails to create was formed by great 
numbers of the army, and carried out by the at the close of the war among the people, and war they (?) 
throughout the land. 

2.  And now let us take a brief view of the extensive and enormous evils which have proceeded from the 
use of alcoholic wines and distilled liquors.  

In about fifty years after the achievement of our national independence the use of strong drink has 
become so prevalent among the people as to require more than 60 millions of gallons of this liquid fire 
to supply the increasing demand; and it is supposed that the annual loss to the United States from the 
use of intoxicating liquors is not less than $94.425,000, which in thirty years would amount to more than 
all the buildings, and all the lands, and all the slaves in the U.States.  Thus exhibiting to the world the 
awful spectacle of a people loosing by the use of strong drink in thirty years more than the value of their 
whole country.  And all to gratify an artificial and destructive appetite which they have created by their 
own voluntary and corrupt indulgence.  (How many splendid estates have been ruined by the use of 
intoxicating liquors.  The case of the man whose throat was affected. 

3.  Besides the loss of property which we have just estimated, the use of Alcohol has been the cause of 
more than three fourths of the pauperism, crime, and wretchedness in our land.  Where is the family 
that does not mourn on account of some dear relative infected by the poison of intemperance.  Its 
victims are found among every class of society.  It has seized upon the learned, the polite, the affluent, 
the active, the enterprising and public spirited; the thriftless & the ignorant, and the (?) 

It has found its way to the field of labor, the mechanics shop, the merchants counting house, the court 
of justice, the hall of legislation, the pale of the church, and into the pulpit. 

It was supposed a few years ago, that there were in the U. States more than three hundred thousand 
drunkards and that about thirty thousand of this number fell into the drunkards grave every year.  What 
a wide spreading pestilence then do we behold arising from the use of this destructive and unnecessary 
article.  More than 30 thousand human victims annually sacrifice at the Shrine of this bloody Moloch.  
More than 30 thousand immortal beings annually borne by this torrent of liquid fire into the quenchable 
flames of hell.  And half a million more of our fellow citizens slowly consuming upon the altar of this 
demon, and by fires which their own hand have kindled.  And millions more preparing by habits every 
day gathering strengths to take their places as fast as they have completed the work of self-immolation. 



Who that has the heart of man can contemplate such a scene without shuddering?  Where is the 
Christian that will not implore Almighty wisdom and love to interpose for its destruction of this cruel 
tyrant, and the rescue of his miserable victims. 

Well might Shakespeare observe, “O there hydra headed monster—if I had no other name by which to 
call thee I would call the devil.” 

4.  In view of the dreadful evils accruing to the world & the church, from the use of intoxicating liquors, 
it is strange indeed that men should continue to drink this deadly poison, and thus give their influence to 
propagate the miseries which result from it.  Yet there are reasons for this delusion—reasons why they 
continue to take this poison and reasons why they continue to increase the quantity. 

Such is the nature of Alcohol whether in the form of fermented liquor or distilled spirits that its 
first effect on the system is a degree of animation & excitement and this by a fundamental law of our 
nature is a source of pleasure.  Hence we frequently see a very grave serious and retiring man, after he 
has worshiped awhile at the Shrine of this “Rosy god,” exhibit the signs of extraordinary excitement—
His tongue begins to run like a machine in perpetual motion—he talks fast, he talks long, and he talks 
loud—He quotes poetry, makes speeches, and thinks that he is the greatest orator in the land—Such a 
man is said to be a high up somewhat boozy, half-snaft, and pretty well fuddled on account of this 
exhilarating effect of strong drink.  It is frequently the solace of the disappointed lover or the 
unfortunate gambler—but the fatal remedy will finally bite like a serpent and sting like an adder. 

 

 



5. The evils of intemperance are the more dangerous because the approach towards confirmed 
drunkenness is gradual, and imperceptible.  Its subjects are often ensared before they are fully aware of 
their danger. It will insinuate itself in the most unsuspecting manner_  Persons  must sometimes drink to 
gratify their friends lest they should be thought selfish and unsociable_  Sometimes they meet with an 
old acquaintance and they must drink together in token of unforgotten friendship_  Sometimes persons 
have lost their appetite and they must go to the bottle for relief_  Sometimes tey have the head ache, 
and the bottle is the remedy_ Sometimes they are low spirited, and they must drink to drive away their 
melancholly_  Sometimes they are in trouble and the bottle is their comforter.  And with a great many 
persons intoxicating liquor is the sovereign remedy for all complaints. 

6.There is one fact connected with the use of intoxicating drinks which I would deeply impress upon 
every mind.  That is to say, the appetite which it never fails to create always gathers strength by 
indulgence__ 

The moderate drinker has not the most distant idea of becoming intemperate__ He lives in what he calls 
the proper use of strong drink__  He takes his dram in the morning his wine or toddy at dinner, and 
aflass to sweeten his pillow at night.  After a while he finds it necessary to take two drinks in the 
morning_one or two before dinner, and as many at night.  The habit grows upon him every day_ 
occasionally he becomes a little lively at home, and it is whispered through the neighborhood that he 
was a little high up at the court house_ at the dining party, or on the 4th of July.  The dreadful disease 
begins to gather strength at home and abroad.  His friends discover his fondness for the deadly poison, 
but they hope that he will see his danger and reform. 

But alas!  Habit is becoming more and more confirmed, until he throws up the reins of self-government 
and becomes a slave to the bottle.  And now, he can leave his family and his business for a week at a 
time, and at some miserable tipling shop or ill-famed tavern this wretched man can be found, mixing 
with the most profligate and abandoned, wasting his money for poison, and pouring down the liquid 
fire, until reason is dethroned and the man becomes a beast.  And when an individual is this ensnared 
there is but little hope of his recovery_ “Can the Ethiopian change his skin?” _  He has become a slave to 
the bottle and to gratify his lurking propensity  he will resort to means that a sober man would never 
think of. 

We heard the story of old toper who was compelled to leave home for several days after he had just 
bought a keg full of whiskey_  His great trouble was to know how he should secure his keg until he 
returned home for it seems that the old lady was fond of the article as well as himself__  He finally 
concluded to suspend it at one of the cross beams in the top of the house by means of a rope.  Soon 
after his departure, the old woman began to look up to the object of her desire with a wishful eye, and 
resolved if possible to have it down.  But as there was no  ladder upon the premises, she was greatly 
perplexed to accomplish her object .  At last she got the man’s rifle, and xxx took her stand under the 
keg, and then shot a rifle ball through the middle of it, and let out the whole contents in a large vessel.  
When the old toper returned, there hung the rumlet in the same place high and dry ^ the old lady in a 
fine humor from the success of her strategies__ 



7. If time would permit, I could refer you to the courtyard and other public places to witness some of the 
evils of intemperance_  I could point you to bloated faces trembling limbs, tattered garments, and men 
superannuated before they have arrived at man’s estate_  Perhaps nine tenths of the criminal cases that 
occur in the our courts of justice may be traced to the use of strong drink__  Perhaps nine tenths of 
those who are confined in our jails and penitentiaries may ascribe their downfall to the use of 
intoxicating liquors_  Thousands of our fellow citizens have dragged out a wretched existence, wasted 
their property, and left their families in wretchedness and disgrace. 

 How frequently has a promising young man formed a marriage connection with a young lady of 
wealth, beauty, and intelligence, learned in the lap of ease and accustomed to all the comforts and 
blessings of life.  But her comfortable husband finally becomes addicted to habits of intemperance & 
soon he begins to neglect his business_  squander his property_ and spend his time from home_  After a 
while he borrows money to pay off his gambling debts and his drinking bills.  In a few years his splendid 
estate is completely exhausted_ his family is shamefully neglected_ And his children may be seen at last 
of a cold frosty morning, barefooted and clothed in rags, luging a great jug to the grog shop_  The 
miserable sot soon tumbles into a premature grave and his widow and orphans are thrown upon the 
cold charities of the world.  But this train of evils does not stop here.  The seller of this poison makes out 
his account and perhaps the last bed is taken from the poor family, and sold at public auction to satisfy 
the claim of the grog seller.  The lovely woman is bought down from affluence and ease to wretchedness 
and want.  And in some dreary pub, she is destined to drag out a few more years of sorrow and gloom 
until she dies at last of a broken heart and leaves her children to God and to the world.  These are some 
of the fruits of intemperance.  Thousands of such cases have occurred, and thousands more are tending 
to the same result__ ___ ___ 

II. In the second place, we shall call your attention to some of the means by which the evils of 
intemperance may be arrested_ 

1. First let us recollect that the use of strong drink whether in the form of femented liquor  
Or distilled spirit will do us no good whatever.  It will not invigorate the body or the mind, for it 
contains no more nourishment than melted lead or destructive lightning.  It will not increase the 
number of our respectable friends, nor will it recommend to the best society. 
It is true we might live in the temperate use of pure wine, without violating any precept of the 
Bible, yet when this article has been abused, and is likely and is likely to become the source of 
extensive mischief, we are equally bound by the word of god, upon the ground of expediency to 
lay it aside.  St. Paul declared, if he causes his brethren to offend by eating meat or drinking 
wine, he would neither eat meat nor drink wine again while he lived in the world. 

2. Let us recollect that the use of intoxicating liquors prevails among the most degraded portions 
of the the community.  Who could bear the idea of being associated with such victims as we 
frequently find  lounging about the haunts of dissipation.  And all the respectable men are 
living in what they call the proper use of spirits, yet they are in the direct ? which has 
conducted thousands to wretchedness and degradation. And let us recollect that water was the 
beverage of man in his primeval state.  A pure rive flowed from the paradise of our first 



parents, and from the moment that river began to water the garden of Eden until the present 
hour, no human invention has equaled the simple beverage. 

4. Another important measure in accomplishing the great object we propose is a combined effort 
by voluntary association.  We know that much has been said, and much prejudice existed 
against the temperance societies.  But what can be done of extensive public character 
without combination.  We associate for purpose of state and for purposes of church- for 
charity, for literature, for mercantile, mechanical and agricultural enterprises_ In short, almost 
every thing of common interest is more or less promoted by combination_  Of how much 
consequence is it then when we wish to change the habits of a whole nation_ habits that have 
grown inveterate by long usage_ that have become associated with all that conventions in high 
life, and with all that is merry and jovial in low life_ How important it is we say, in changing 
such habits that we concentrate the influence of all who are friendly to the enterprise in a 
firm, extended and efficient combination?  It is not for our own sake that we should join the 
temperance cause, but for the sake of others.  Do you ask then how this can help the cause?  
We need only point you to what has been accomplished by temperance societies to answer 
this question. The best philosophy is to test all theories  by their  practical results.  What then 
have temperance societies done?  They have embodied more than half a million upon the 
principle of entire abstinence.  They have waked up the nation to the danger, and have raised 
the voice of thousands who were before silent in behalf of temperance. Their tracts are in 
circulation_ Temperance periodicals, and their addresses. Their reports, and the reports of 
their agents have spread out before the public, the statistics of intemperace intoxicating liquors 
and have proved the fallacy of the old doctrine that intoxicating liquors are useful & necessary. 
So you ask then of what use is it for me to join the temperance society?  I hope not. Every one 
who joins in good faith, helps on their work and strengthens the cause.  How then is a way for 
every lady and gentleman to do good.  And what saith the word of God ?  “To him that 
knoweth to do good and doeth it not to him it is sin.”  The results of the temperance 
reformation are truly encouraging.  The time was when the decanter was introduced almost in 
every polite circle.  The time was when the court  yard was the battle ground of twenty fights 
upon a a public day.  The time was when the bar room was an important source of income to 
most public houses.  The time was when farmers and not gather in their wheat crop without 
the use of strong drink_ the time was when a caditate could hardly be elected to the legislature 
without purchasing a large number of his votes with the bottle.  But a great and glorious 
change has taken place, and the people are becoming more temperate. But the victory has not 
yet been gained_ the struggle is yet in progress_ the evils are yet in existence, and nothing less 
than total abstinence from all intoxicates will complete the triumph 
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